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Dear authors,

After checking your manuscript, it has come to our attention that it does not comply with our Code and Data Policy. https://www.geoscientific-model-development.net/policies/code_and_data_policy.html
You have archived your models' code in repositories that do not comply with our trustable permanent archival policy. Therefore, please publish your code in one of the appropriate repositories according to our policy. We can not accept embargoes such as registration or previous contact with the authors.
In this way, you must reply to this comment with the link to the repository used in your manuscript, with the corresponding DOIs. Also, you must include in a potential reviewed version of your manuscript the modified 'Code and Data Availability' section and the DOI of the code. For example, it is easy for NEMO, as you must simply replace the link to nemo-ocean.eu with the corresponding Zenodo repository already listed on its web page. Please, reply as soon as possible to this comment with the link for it so that it is available for the peer-review process, as it should be.
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